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Talent show benefits Every Woman's House
DEBORAH HIRST
Staff Writer
"The show is always extraordinary! Especially in its sheer variety of acts," says Peter Hav-holthis year's emcee for the upcoming Benefit Talent Show.
"There's a feeling you get too, in
knowing that just in coming and
seeing the show you will be helping a superior cause." This Satur

m,

day at 7:30 pjn. in McGaw Chapel members of the community,
Westminster Church, and members
of the College will join together
in a seventeen act talent show to
raise funds for the Wayne and
Holmes County shelter. Every
Woman's House.
The performance boasts a great
selection of talent and a vast variety of acts. Chairperson Cheryl
Weiss and the six person Local

Concerns Group from Westminster
Church have organized the show to
include performers from the College, the local High School, the
church, and the greater commun-ti- y.
Included in the program are
acts ranging from the comedy of
Doug Fowler, Doug Kiley, and
Paul Wexler, to the art of The
Dance Group of Africa and the
see Benefit show: page 3

ganization also works against the
death penalty in the United States
and all other countries. Amnesty is
"This is Judy", anew student band not religiously or politically affiliin support of Amnesty Internation- ated and is internationally operated.
al, performs tonight at Ichabod's. Home belongs- - to Amnesty groups
The band, a trio, consists of gui- - both at home and at Wooster.
tarisf and lead vocal Greg Home, while Berry is a member at home
drummer and back-u- p vocal Mike as well.
Commenting on the band's goals
Comstock, and bassist Tim Berry.
and intentions, Mike Comstock
gig will highThe band's three-slight musk of the Talking Heads, said "We offer classic dance tunes
the Clash, Buddy Holly and with alternative influences, everyRJE.M., and will include tracks thing from the Talking Heads to
from U2, the Grateful Dead, the Bob Dylan." Bassist Tim Berry
Steve Miller Band, and a few of adds, "I hope we can offer an energetic dance band but still be able
their own originals.
Amnesty International is an or- to play music worth listening to."
ganization which works to free When asked "why Amnesty?,"
prisoners of conscience in all parts Comstock offered that "it seemed
of the world. This is accomplished like a good cause."
All three stated that "This is
primarily through letter writing
campaigns directed at government Judy" came from a line in the movie Rebel Without a Cause.
officals concerning individual prisFirst-yestudent, guitarist, and
oners in their countries. The or

.t

lead vocalist Greg Home originates
from Tennessee. Although the son
of a minister, Greg was encouraged
to pursue his musical interests
from an early age. An enthusiast
of original material, he played personal numbers in his home-tow- n
band. Crucified Youth.
Drummer Mike Comstock is a
first-ye-

ar

student

from

Swarthmore, PA (a suburb of
Philadelphia). A member of his
high school's jazz band, concert
band, and orchestra, Comstock
also branched off on his own to
form an alternative group called
Dave Moretti takes jump to win belly flop contest
The Rhythm Method.
(sec page 9 photo caption for more information).- Bassist Tim Berry was a concert
violinist in high school and also
played bass in his school's orches-- ,
tra.
Although the band is but a trio,
their sound is full, rich and driving.
event as opposed to previous HoldAMY HOLLANDER
en formal dances. Junior Deb
Associate Managing Editor
Coss, sophomore Laura CaligirirL
Pink slips in the mail boxes of and senior Jessica Skomikoff, head
men on campus are announcing of the board, organized the event. :
the crush of a female Holden resiThe program has had 69 people take care of myself ."
PAULINE ACH
-dent. Holden's "Crush" Party on
call with an average of 4.9 people A sophomore man expressed conStaff Writer
10
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International tonight at Ichabod's
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Letters to the editor
Government:
Gulling responds
To the Editor

our government
at practically every level is being
robbed of funds due to legislators
grasping for more funds in salaries
and other benefits.
They seem to think that they can
have it their own way. But there
is a way to stop it. They would
pass up such activity if their
chances for reelection were imperiled. So I am mailing letters to
about thirty prominent Ohio Editors asking them to accept an open
forum item as follows:
With reference to both federal
and state officials, unless they actively oppose raises in pay, refuse
to vote for
of present
In my opinion

re-electi- on

officials.
The funds are badly needed to

by-pa- ss

re-

duce interest expense and our
tremendous debt. And we need
to provide more to folks who are
in

on informing the campus community of an interesting footnote in
the College's history. Wooster certainly not had many alumni which
achieved such national attention as
John Dean. Because of the historical significance of the events in
which he was a direct participant, I
believe John Dean represents an
excellent speaker to invite to the
College (perhaps he would be
more eager to visit because of his
alumni status). Only a handful of
people ever get the opportunity to
work so closely with the White
House and the President. Certainly
the insights we could share from
this experience alone provide
enough incentive to invite Dean to
visit Wooster. However, I question
whether the administration is willing to bring him to the campus, or
are they worried that his involvement in Watergate would "tarnish"
the fine, upstanding image and reputation of the school. It would be
a shame to
the opportunity to learn directly from a participant about these events which so
greatly affected the nation and its
views of the. power of the Executive Branch of government. If the
College holds true its ideals for its
students to obtain "...a perspective
on the past, a basis for critical
judgement, and an ability to bring
an informed and rigorous reflection
to bear on contemporary problems," (from page 10 of the College Catalogue) would it not behoove the campus community as a
whole to learn from Dean's experi-

need.

Sincerely,
Henry E. Gulling

Dean Article:
Mallon responds
Deaf Editor

In response to the article concerning Watergate which appeared
in the Feb. 3 issue, I wish to compliment its author, Dave Royce,

ence?

Sincerely,
John Mallon
Box 2155

Shull responds
To the Editor
As one who had John Dean in
Class, and therefore followed his

career with special interest, I'm in
a position to comment on several
items in Dave Royse's story (Feb.
3) - and to warn against possible
misinterpretatons.
First, as to the missing I.S. paper. When Dean became infamous
I of course looked for it, and found
a card on it in a file of "missing
I.S. papers." That card file had
been prepared long before the Dean
story broke, by a secretary who
had long since left the college, on
a typewriter long since discarded.
The evidence was there, on that
typed card. I suppose one could
conjure up memories of Alger
Hiss, pawn shops, and Woodstock
typewriters; the more plausible
conclusion is that I.S. papers do
get lost, especially when they are
done jointly with another department, as Dean's was.
Second, the futile efforts of reporters to get juicy
about
Dean's three semesters on campus
(his fourth was in Washington).
When they asked me how John did
in class, I told them that was his
business: they could ask him.
When they inquired about disciplinary actions and the like, they
found that the college routinely destroys such filer after several years
- again to protect the student
Here, again, there is considerably
less than meets the titillated imagination. Sometimes - alas! - truth
is more boring than fiction.

A

Editorial
Paul Jacobus, Sports Editor
I just got back from the WoosterAllegheny basketball game.
Wow! What a game! It was a great victory for Coach Moore and his
1st place Scots. But, as I was leaving Timken Gymnasium to go
home, I realized that it was not only a tremendous triumph for the
team but for Wooster fans as well
Yes, I probably should be doing other things right now...studyine
for Friday's test or conquering the world of IS, but I was touched by
something I overheard from a fellow fan and had to tell someone.
On my way back, I faintly heard someone say, "Wow, I've never
seen this many students at a hoops game before."
It struck a tender chord in my body because one 'Jung that has al
ways bothered me about this school is the lack of school spirit and
enthusiasm from the student body. I don't know what it is about
this place but it seems like the majority of students just don't give a
damn about the Wooster athletic program or anything involved with
it. You know something is wrong when a large part of the spectator
support comes from players' parents.
I've seen it all too often. Whether it be walking by a Lady Scot
field hockey game without inquiring the score or laughing at the
football team because they lost another, many students just don't
care. Why? Too much homework? I doubt it. Yes, sporting events
are perfect atmospheres for socializing and that's fine, but too many
people are so preoccupied with finding out who is going to the

see

Editorial:

page 7
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Frick presents

The use of the book format also
gives an added feeling of the personal feeling that much of this
work displays. "Aunt Mary's
Room," by Linda Hervot, is an
example of this. Her choice of
photographs and color scheme
reminisce of time past with a
loved one. The outer covering is
carefully stitched with brown
thread on plastic, with the thread
stabilizing small bunches of dried
flora.
The media used to make the projects includes everything from
painting, printmaking, and
to xerography, computer
printing, prose, poetry, and other
mixed media. The collages speak
of. the personal experience, but
also of various types of social dislocation, discrimination, and the
need to center oneself in the mist
of society's complexity.
The second exhibit on display, A

MARIE KILBANE
Staff Writer
The Frick Art Museum has two
collections on display in the gallery, showing quite a diversity in
subject matter and media. The
main display is Coast to Coast: A
Women of Color National Artists'
Book Project. This travelling collection, started by Faith Ringgold,
is dedicated to women of color in
the United States, including those
of Hispanic, African, Asian, and
Native American heritage, whose
works and voices are not widely

:

phot-grap-

represented.

This exhibit draws from selections of 200 womens' works from
30 states. The project stipulated
that each entry had to be in book
format with specific regulations
for its size. The purpose of this
was to facilitate the ability of the
project to be widely shown in the
United States.

Benefit show from page
Wooster High School Jazz Band.
Talents such as the "Unity" women's choir, a High School rock
band -"- Fury", the College's Gospel Choir, and juggler Paul Lent
will provide an evening certain to
entertain. Dave Hider, a member
of the Rockin' Gold 50s band also
performing for the show, explains
"Its just a lot of fun; people who
like to perform get a chance to J
give of their time and one hundred

two collections

hy

Response to Medieval Metalwork,
was created by Tim McCreight, a
1973 College of Wooster graduate.
In 1975 he received a Master of
Fine Arts degree at Bowling Green
University. Currently, he is an instructor of Metalsmithing at the
Worcester Center for Crafts, in
Worcester, Massachusetts. Also
the president of the Brynmorgen
Press and a jeweler, he has displayed his work along the East
Coast and Canada.
His metalwork on display is
functional. He has taken his impression of Medieval design and
transplanted it onto various containers and dinner utensils. He
uses sterling siver, wood, and ivory in his pieces which are sturdy
and clean in design.
Coast to Coast and A Response to Medieval Metalwork
will be on display in the Prick Art
Museum through February 19.

1

per cent of the benifits go to Every to the shelter will help these proWoman's House."
grams continue to serve people in
Every Woman's House offers our area. Admission for the Westservice in Wayne and Holmes minster Church House Benifit TalCounty as a shelter for women ent Show for Every Woman's
victimized by domestic violence House is $2.50 for adults, $1 for
and provides programming for students, and free for children under
families struggling with violence six years old; Tickets may be purin the home. Volunteers also run chased from Lowry front desk or at
e
a 24 hour
for rape and viothe door for the one time, Saturday
lence prevention. Funds donated
night performance.
hot-lin-

Black History Month Celebrates...
COW Gospel Choir At the Case Western Reserve University
Leave Lowry Center at 4 p.m.

pan. to a.m., Lowry Center Ballroom
Black Women's Organization and Black Student Association

Saturday at

Sponsor:

1

Cleveland Choral Chapter
Sponsor:

Sunday at 7:30 p.m., McGaw Chapel
African-America-

n

Heritage House

Folklore Story Hour

Monday at 6:30 p.m., Lowry Center Pit

Sponsor:

Heritage House

n
Traditional Strategies of Struggle of the
Guest Speaker: Imari Obadele, Ph.D.
African-America-

Monday at 8 pjn., Lowry 119

Sponsors:

Harambee and Dream House

.

Civil Rights Film and Discussion

Tuesday at 7 pan., Lowry Center Pit
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"Big Twist" receives
rave reviews
JON DURISHTN
Staff Writer
The sounds of the windy city
came roaring into Wooster last Friday night as Big Twist and the
Mellow Fellows graced the stage
of the sixth annual Winter Gala.
Big Twist and the Mellow Fellows provided an evening of extremely powerful and highly
polished rhythm and blues.
If by the end of the second song
you weren't dancing you've either
spent too much of your time
watching reruns of Lawrence Welk
or your mother doesn't buy you
Q-Ti-

ps.

The power of Big Twist's voice
and the beat of the band were
enough to get anyone dancing.
Many in attendance simply called
this band "awesome" as they
gasped for breath between songs.
"This band just makes your feet
move." In agreenient with the Toronto Sun, "Big Twist begins in
high gear, and by midnight is quite
beyond belief."

Big Twist and the Mellow Fellows is not a band that you listen
to, they are a band that you experience. Big Twist brings you the
individual into die performance in
the style that only true rhythm and
blues can accomplish. Big Twist
and the Mellow Fellows are "a
class act"
The only thing lacking from
this year's Winter Gala was the
-

scheduled appearance

of the

legen-

dary Koko Taylor. Taylor is currently recovering from a bout with
pneunomia and a kidney infection.
This dance, which was sponsored by SAB and the Dean of
Students office, was by far one of
the best organized in recent memory. In addition to the phenomenal
music, Lowry Center was organized in a much more efficient
way than in past years. The refreshments provided by food service were greatly enjoyed and appreciated.

The Sixth Annual Winter Gala
will be remembered as a success
by those in attendance.

In the news...
YALMANONARAN
Series Writer

-

House schedules vote on re
jecting pay raise: Although

the House speaker, Jim Wright,
had announced that the house was not going to overturn the 51 percent
Congressional pay raise, the House voted against the adjournment on
Monday, opening the way for a vote on the pay issue next Tuesday.
The Senate has already rejected the proposed raise. The raise win an
tomatically go into effect next Wednesday unless both the Senate and
the House vote it down and the President approves the rejection.
North and South Korea agree on joint project: Marking a
new era of relations between North and South Korea after 43 years of
hostility, the two governments have agreed in principle to a joint
business project The project involves the erection of a holiday resort
in North Korea. The move is predicted to lead to changes m regula
uons that ban South Koreans to visit North Korea freely.

Tower's nomination for Secretary of Defense halted:

Sadie Hawkins Dance Featuring: The Rob C Band
10

i

Sponsor:

Den

Ivan Van Sertima at Case Western Reserve University

Leave Lowry Center at 5 p.m. Call ext. 2545 for more information
Sponsor: Office of Black Student Affairs

Doubt about a drinking problem that John Tower is charged to have
has halted the approval his nomination. The two top Democrats in
the Senate have taken stand against the nomination. However, Presi
dent Bush has asserted his continued support for Tower to be nominated for the position.

Last Soviet soldier reported to have left Afghanistan:

Moscow radio reported Sunday that the Soviet troops had completed
their withdrawal from Afghanistan. No VS. policy has been set for
after the withdrawal which has raised worries over stability in Afghanistan. Although President Bush has asserted that U.S. would play a
"catalytic" role in bringing stability, no strategy has been developed
yet The former chief American diplomat in Kabul, capital of Afghanistan, spoke of the possibility of a coup against the government by
guerilla sympathizers.
U.S. says Israel abridges rights In occupied territories:
United States asserted that there had been a substantial increase in human rights violations in Israel The Israeli government rejected the
charge, citing only "daily provocations" in the West Bank and Gaza
strip. The US. report states that 366 Palestinians were killed in 19SS
as a result of the uprising.
'
Compiled from The New York Times.
. 4.
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from page 2
Royse's comparison of Dean and
Oliver North deserves some comment, too. North still brags
about, and defends, his lies and dirty tricks. Dean did not. One does
not need to defend Dean's whole
life in order to be grateful that
once the feds were after him he decided to make a clean breast of it.
This decision was not without its
courage. He did not know about
the tapes when he gave his testimony. Without them, he would
still be vilified as a liar - or, at
best, an overly imaginative
teur - by millions. That his phenomenal memory was vindicated
in every detail is not insignificant
- especially when that memory in-

off countries to study? Mr. Sherdil makes it seem as if the serious
students are outwardly stupid
which is not at all true. Lastly,

cluded episodes that were unflatter-

ing to him. The blatant falsehoods and
selective
perceptions of others in that saga
make him look pretty good by
comparison. We ought at least to
give him credit for deciding at last
(or in one way, at first) to tell the
self-servin-

g

whole truth.

Sincerely,
Gordon Shull

Sherdil column:
Parekh responds
Dear Editor,
I was utterly shocked to read Mr.
Khalid Sberdil's column The Internationalist" in last week's Voice.
I must say that he has written
the article in a very irresponsible
manner. I don't see why he should
attempt to classify the foreign students in such a stupid way. Is he
running out of more creative ideas
for his column? Or is this a stra- tegic attempt to insult and annoy
the foreign students on campus? I
strongly object to comments like
"the 3.9 GPA's... stay quiet except
for in the class..." or "the 25 hour
Weekers.... earn more than a full- time employee...and spend this
money on decks, video cameras"

in an ethnocentric society where
one may never have experienced or
what gives Mr. Sherdil the liberty considered alternative value systems, lifestyles, or ways of comto define a "perfect" international?
This is an absurd idea. There is no municating. Dealing with the issues of cultural stereotypes and
such thing as the "perfect" international. I request you to see to it contrastingalue systems should
that Mr. Sherdil doesn't come up be handled with care and sensitiviwith any more such malicious (and ty, rather than with the flippant
and careless attitude given them by
unfortunately seemingly humorSherdil.
ous) articles.
Sherdil takes all of the positive
efforts and energies that students,
Sincerely,
staff and faculty have given toward
improving our intercultural and inAshesh Parekh
terracial climate and pours these
down the drain without a second
thought. What does he hope to
Speir responds
gain from this? What is the point?
To create enlightening, substan-siv- e
issues for us' to debate? On
To the Editor
the contrary, the feedback I have
heard or felt from the international
As a member of the internationcommunity is that these articles
al community and of the Dean's
are of such low quality, immaturistaff, I feel a personal response to ty, and narrowmindedness that they
Khalid Sberdil's column The Infeel too repulsed to even deal with
ternationalist" is long overdue.
the issues by ccwifronting him. But
My gut reaction to Sberdil's artiwe must!
Wooster is very fortunate in havcles evokes emotions of disappointment, anger, and frustration.
ing such a culturally diverse stuHere is one person's opinion
dent population. Understandably,
from the international community
this is a topic that is often debated
as he paints a destructive and negaand analyzed, given the continued
tive picture of the international
struggle of increasing the quality
student population for the rest of and quantity of interaction between
the campus community. Our only the different cultural groups. Culdefense to counteract his immature tural and racial differences are afact
and narrowminded remarks is with of life - they will always exist,
all of the positive realities of what
hopefully. It is time for us to stop
is going on between different culcomplaining about the barriers (for
tural groups on campus.
it is we who build them!) and beA main goal of the International
gin to appreciate and enjoy each
Student Association, Babcock In-- other for who we are, collectively
trmational HalL and the Office of and individually. All of as identify
International Students Affairs is to and feel more comfortable within a
create ways and means of breaking particular cultural or social group;
down the barriers that exist bethis is perfectly human. But this
tween the majority and minority
does not mean we need to ostrapopulations on campus. An apcize, ridicule, or criticize the differproach toward achieving this has ences between us. We must take
been by working to increase the
risks in challenging ourselves as
campus community's awareness
individuals to act in ways of being
and understanding of cultural difthat we believe in. In this way,
ferences through informal dia- - ' there is solid hope that we can
logue, educational programs, and
break down these walls, enabling
social group activities.
us to open our minds and our
A key point to be made pertains hearts to each other, embracing our
to the use of the word "ignorance,"
differences with joy and accepwhich has been used harmfully and
tance.
offensively by Sherdil. All of us,
This is not meant to come
across as a lecture or sermon, but
from every, culture and background, have areas of ignorance.
only to express my deeply rooted
Cultural ignorance cannot be allebelief in the value and beauty of
viated through scorn, ridicule, or learning that is possible through
criticism. It requires tolerance and intercultural exchanges and friendship.
understanding, and tactful responses on the part of those of us from
different backgrounds in answering Sincerely,
seemingly silly questions. Many '
of us just do not know and cannot Sarah G. Speir

does not, "draw attention away
from the attitudes which allow
women to be assaulted" nor do we
feel that SAFEWALKS "validates
women's lack of freedom."
SAFEWALKS was carefully
thought out as a service to all
Wooster Students who feel more
comfortable walking with others
rather than alone. SAFEWALKS
continues to operate, Sunday
thmiicrh ThtrrsHflv fmm O n m tn
1 a.m.
Please call extension
2736 for a safe walk.

Women's Issues:
Safewalk responds
The Safewalk Key Committee
met recently to evaluate the first
four weeks of the operation of
SAFE WALKS. Among topics
discussed was the "Ms. Conceptions" column in the January 27
issue of the Voice.
The conclusions drawn by the
column, written without firsthand
knowledge of the program, are
wrong in our opinion.
SAFEWALKS was designed to
serve all members of the campus
community, not just the women,
as the "Ms. Conceptions" column
suggests. There was never any intention or attempt on our part to
"perpetuate cultural myths."
Those of us who spent many
hours planning the program last
semester did not design it to fur-

The Safewalk Key Committee,
Kevin Anderson
Sharon Coursey
Sue Friedman
Elizabeth Laverdiere

Andrew Melissinos
Sylvia Young

The Voice apologizes for
the suggestion in the
January 27 issue that the
English Department is
connected With the
new literary magazine.

ther illusions about "violence
against women." The program
was not intended, and we feel it

MS 9

,

,
I

.

.

or that "the typical habits
of...pool fools. ..playing video
games and smoking and listening
to songs from the machine...."
First of all, what right does he
have to insult his fellow students
by calling them names like "Pool
Fools"? Next, I believe it should
be none of Mr. Sberdil's business
as to what people do with their
hard earned money. Also, isn't it
obvious that people come here to
attend college all the way from far

comprehend the cultural differences

of others when having grown up

lift"
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Jowhere can you find better pizza deal than at
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BECKY MASON
Staff Writer
Celebrate Chlaesc New Year With Us!
Prosperity
Happiness
Progress
Health

The abortion issue has been especially popular for the past few
months, due to the fact that the
Roe vs. Wade case is in danger of
being reversed. In 1973, the Roe
vs. Wade Supreme Court case legalized abortions. Recently, the
Supreme Court decided to hear the
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Dodge Review Announcement
apw

The Artfid Dcdg. m oonjnnttion with the Wooatr Ktvint. it
aig the aecond vuliaime of
the LtviKf Magma. A reading of CoOcgp of Wooalar Biidnin' ihorl Hotkh and poetry will be held
m Douglass Main Lounge. Please not that the reading daks has been postponed until Wednesday.
March 1. at 7:30 p.m.
The Pcafce end the Kitm has taunted the iweitline for anbimariona until Wedneeday. February
IS. Tifrmaainai mil be no more fean ton pages of prceeorno more than pi poems. Annonnarioas
should be seat to Profesaor of Engaifa Daniel Bobbml No names ihoidd appear on the manoacript
on a separate ahanl fating take, narniirf
naff will try to return mil aubmisaions. bot wjl not take respnnsiNTiiy for kiet msmisrriptt. The judging will be done by the student members of the Dodft and the MrvUw editorial staff. The staff requests that all submissions be new to the pobBottions.
Copies of the Arftd Dodgt and the Wotuttr Xaviaw are now on sale at the Bookstore in Lowiy
center. If hcra are any epcatiom about tMic
Profeascc Bourne, 2464.
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SPRING BREAK

NASSAUPARADISE ISLAND FROM $299.00
Package Includes:

1-800-32-

Roundtrip Air, Transfers, 7 Nights Hotel, Beach Parties, Free Lunch, Cruise,
Free Admission to Nightclubs, Taxies, and More! ! !
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE!!
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP. EARN FREE TRIP!
0
OR (203)
1-0133

967-333-

ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const, fishing, nurses, teachers, etc.
ext. A-- S 14
Excellent pay. For more information call
206-748-75-54

The Publications Committee is now
accepting applications for

Voice editor
academic year.

for the

1989-9- 0

Students who are interested in the
position should submit a resum
with the names of three references
from the college faculty and staff,
along with a one to two page letter
of intent stating their goals for the

KEVIN WAUGH

Staff Writer
In Feb. of 1964, Ralph Schreiber. a biology major at the College of Wooster, was laboring, as
students are today, ove the data and
the diction of his LS. thesis. His
topic, a microscopic study of vertebrate muscle structure, was a
portent of his professional future.
A native of Wooster, and the
son of William Schreiber, emeritus professor of German, and Clare
Adel Schreiber, Ralph was fascinated by the behavior and the biology of animals. After receiving a
masters degreee in zoology from
the University of Maine, he went
on to earn a PhJJ. from the University of South Florida in ornithology, spending much of his later professional life investigating
the biology of pelicans.

J

U

S

rd

see Abortion: page 8

Schreiber's interest in natural
history led him to study the biology of seabirds on islands in the
South Pacific. He was one of the
first to document the devastating
effects of El Nino southern oscillations on the biology of these
birds. At his death, he was Curator
of Mammals and Birds at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Natu'
ral History.
On Tuesday, Feb. 14, at 8 p.m.,
the College and the biology de-

partment will commemorate
Schreiber's lifelong interest in
birds with a public "Pelican Lecture" by Dr. Gordon Orians, entitled "Four and Ninety Blackbirds."
This
natural history
presentation will be held in Gault
Recital Hall at Schiede Music
non-techni-

see

cal

Schreiber:
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taining legal abortions suffered a
greater incidence of physical or
psycological harm than women
who brought their pregnancies to
term" (Time, Jan, 23). There is a
great concern, however that the return of illegal ized abortions will
bring about the return of the infamous "back alley" or "coat hanger
abortions." The fact that in 1959,
"abortion deaths from illegal abortions accounted for one-thiof all
maternal deaths" (Luker, 74) is
quite unsettling.
Pro-lif- e
activists "are against

Schreiber commemorated
with "Pelican Lecture"

en-tiie- a.b

Thexr'tfrw

Webster vs. Reproductive Health
Services, the case being reviewed,
"involves a statute that says life
begins at conception and bans the
use of public funds or facilities to
perform abortions" (Newsweek,
Nov. 28).
Pro-lif- e
activists are cheering at
the fact that abortions could once
again become illegal. This fact
scares
due to the fact
that women are going to continue
to have abortions whether they are
legal or noL After conducting a
full year study on the effects of
abortions on the health of women,
Surgeon General C Everett Koop
"found no proof that women ob- Pro-choice-

a7

"sleeping giant-th- e
millions of
women in this nation who have
had abortions" said NOW
(National Organization for Women president Molly Yard in the
November 28 issue of Newsweek.
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Ms. Conceptions Lecture

suggests tactics for
"Reading. ..in a foreign language"

A WOMEN'S ISSUES BLOCK

deodorants and douches
"FDS is more than just a fragrance. The FDS odor absorbing
system actually neutralizes and absorbs odors. And a
time-relea- se

you
formula
AGAINST FEMININE ODOR and
lets you feel NATURALLY fresh
and CONFIDENT hour after hour
PROTECTS

emphasis oursJ" (FDS can).

This may seem like an inoffensive package blurb, but close examination reveals negative connotations. A translation of some key
words and phrases: "protects you
against feminine odor" - protects
you against a natural manifestation
of your sex; "naturally" - ludicrous
in a product with no natural ingredients; "confident" - an attitude
which does not emanate from a vagina.

Deodorant sprays, deodorant
powders, deodorant tampons and
napkins, and deodorant douches are
marketed to women as essential
items, when in fact they are unnecessary and can be harmful. The
secretions and resulting scent of
the vagina are part of a natural
system. They also
serve an important reproductive
function; they provide a hospitable
environment for the sperm, and the
aroma may arouse sexual interest
at a biological level.
Use of feminine deodorants and
douches impedes these processes.
self-cleani-

ng

First of all. any product put into
or near the vagina changes the pH
balance which is essential to its
health. "The vagina has a natural

Frequent

cleansing process.

douching and the use of vaginal deodorants can change the alkaline
and acidic balance in the vagina,
leading to infections. Scents used
in vaginal deodorants can also
cause allergic reactions" (Our Bodies. Our Selves. 187). In spite of
this fact, women attempt to remedy a state of being.
Secondly, these products are considered cosmetics and are not tested
by any federal agency. The companies themselves test their products, but only to gauge their liability in the event of a law suit
They are not obligated to reveal
the results.
The wide use of deodorant feminine products is indicative of per-

vasive negative attitudes about
women's bodies. The existence of
such deodorants implies that there
is something wrong with a woman's body, and she must fix it in

order to be "confident"

or

"successful."
Women and men both need to realign attitudes about the aromas of
the human body. It is interesting
to note there is no equivalent penis
or testicle deodorant, although they
see

Issues:

page 8

SUMMER JOBS
TbckwpghJ
Camn

on the

Chesapeake Bay
Work and play with campers and friends:
SaillngWlndsurflng
WaterskHng
Swimming

Tennis
Horseback Riding
and much more!!
Plan NOW For Your Summer

RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:

February 15 ONLY!
If you

can't be there call:
Laura Online at Camp Tockwogh (302) 571 6956
--

Contact Career Services for more information

JEN DUNN
Staff yriter
Wednesday, Feb. 1, 1989, Professors Susan S chunk and Janet
Waisbrot of the University of Akron spoke on "Reading Strategies
in a Foreign Language." They
first-yehave authored the
French textbook Explorations,
which is currently used in 200 colleges and high schools throughout
the United States.
During the course of the lecture,
Schunk and Waisbrot offered suggestions on how to cope with
problems in teaching a first-yelanguage. level,
Although the professors geared
their material toward other professors, they did offer suggestions for
students reading in a foreign language. Schunk and Waisbrot have
found that in their teaching experience, students generally encounter
four barriers in learning the target
language: they look up an unfamiliar word rather than guess at its
meaning; they are stymied by cultural differences which can make it
difficult to learn the language;
they are unsure of their own understanding of the material; and they
have an inability to use their own
words to talk about a text.
ar

ar

non-nati- ve

Linguistic research has found
that the way a student uses their
native language influences how
they leam a foreign language. A
student's knowledge of their native
language is sophisticated, in contrast to a limited use of grammar
and vocabulary in the foreign language, and a more restricted cultural perspective.
On a practical level, Schunk and
Waisbrot suggest certain preliminary steps that a student should
take in order to maximize reading
'Ability in a foreign language.
First, a student should look at the
title, followed by topic sentences
and opening paragraph, and make
some predictions as to the content
of the text. A student should not
hesitate to use personal experience
and general knowledge to aid in the
prediction. Students should also
look for cognates, or those words
that are similar in appearance and
definition in both the native and
foreign language.
A student should also be familiar
with word families; if a. student
knows that a root of a word has a
particular idea associated with it,
the definition of another word with
the same root can' be guessed.
Function words, such as articles,
conjunctions, prepositions, and ad
.

verbs, "link thoughts and provide
shades of meaning."
They can be used to anticipate
the meaning of a sentence: win a
contrast or comparison follow a
particular conjunction? A student
should always read in context since
determining definitions of new
words and concepts can be done by
looking for grammatical and structural clues.
Schunk and Waisbrot also offer
some advice on what a student
should not do. A student should
try to avoid translating
into English since, in most
cases, the goal is to understand a
text Writing the English meaning above an unknown word does
not help a student leam the word;
a student will, upon
simply look at the English.
Students should avoid using the
word-for-wo- rd

re-readi-

ng,

dictionary as the first recourse
when encountering a new word;
he or she should use knowledge
within a text to determine mean- -.
ing,and a student should avoid
cramming, and always come to
class whether prepared or not According to these professors, students should try to get the gist of a
text by not being afraid of guessing andor making mistakes in the
foreign language.

Schreiber from page 5
Center.
The lecture is a memorial to
Schreiber, and is supported by
gifts to the College from friends.
The Cultural Events Committee
and the department of biology are
sponsoring the talk. Orians will
discuss the natural history and
mating systems of blackbirds in
North and South America.
Orians is an ornithologist, evolutionary ecologist, and professor
of zoology at the University of
Washington in Seattle. In additon,
he is currently the president of Organization for Tropical Studies, a
consortium of North American and
Latin American Universities engaged in scientific and educational
investigations in the neo tropics.
He has worked throughout the
western hemisphere on the ecology of blackbirds, bird species diversity in the tropics, the biology
of invasions, and a variety of other
topics. In addition to his public
lecture on Tuesday evening, Orians
will speak on Wednesday to biology classes in evolution and vertebrate natural history.

Don't Walk
Alone, Call

API
QXlL

W&LK
2736

Operation hours: Sunday -Thursday 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Wisnart Room 3
Safe Walks are provided by:

Alpha Gamma Phi, Babcock Hall,
Beta Kappa Phi, Chi Omega Psi, Crandall,
Douglass Hall, Epsilon Kappa Omicron,
International Student Association, Kappa Chi,
Phi Omega Sigma, Pi Kappa, Student Activities
Board, Student Government Association,
Phi Sigma Alpha, Wagner Hall,
Zeta Phi Gamma
1
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Perspectives on juggling
DAVID GREENE
Staff Writer
You've seen diem perform at talent shows. You've been stunned
by their wacky antics at the circus.
Maybe you've seen them show
off in the produce department of
the supermarket. At any rate, I'm
sure everyone has seen one somewhere. I'm talking about jugglers,
and announcing that a group of
them have established a club here
on campus in order to promote
this fine art,
I know what you're thinking.
They had a "juggling club" in high
school which, for all practical purposes, was an extention of either
the Math Club or Chess Club. It
was a lame operation with which
you would never be involved.
Clarke McFarlane, founder of the
club, is prepared to dispel every
bad experience you've had with
juggling clubs in the past Members of the club are serious jugglers and are determined to give the
new club a respectable image. The
emphasis of the newly founded

Juggling Club will not be preparation for public performances. The
club is designed to attract jugglers
who want to master some new
tricks as well as
who
would like the oprjortunity to learn
the fundamental aspects of juggling.
According to Clarke, one reason
why the club was founded was in
order to pull closet jugglers out in
to the open, thereby creating a
group large enough to perform
tricks requiring multiple jugglers.
Another, reason was to give inspiration to jugglers whose juggling
has stagnated. Clarke emphatically affirms the need for jugglers to
practice in groups, and remarked
that "isolation is stifling to a juggler".
During the winter, the club will
be meeting Sundays, 6 pjn. to 8
pjn. in the mezzanine gym of the
PEC The club's kick-of-f meeting
will be this Sunday, and posters
will be put up to provide additional information. In the spring, the
club plans to juggle outdoors and
is also considering holding a mini- non-juggl-ers

Random
Thoughts

convention on the quad, hosting
the Akron based Rubber City Jugglers.
Citing the mathematics involved
in the

hand-ey- e
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SUSAN M. GALE

coordination needed

in juggling, Tim Griffith asked,
"can this get me out of the math
requirement?" Sorry, Tim.
The goal of the club, according
I entered the airplane as I had a road. The flight attendents began
to Clarke, is simply "to promote
hundred times before. The stale dry to show us the emergency
juggling as an art and a sport."
Members of the club point out air hit me in the face, the dull roar ment we would never remember
that juggling is fun, a great way to of the engines violated my ears, bow to use if involved in a real
relax, and is something virtually and I attemped to stuff some of my emergency, and I turned on my steanyone can do. The Juggling belongings into the overhead rack reo headsets to block out all the
Club provides an opportunity for as a very large man decided to noise.
someone who wishes to learn how make his way past me, knocking
The captain came on the
and I decided to listen to
to juggle. Club members are pa- me head first into my seat I lay
dazed for a moment and then sat e if cfuk umM ciu anvfhinff ffvw
tient and will gladly provide indi1 iihirh T hnri nnwr heard hefnne.
upright as I realized the stars I saw
vidual instruction for beginners.
The club will also be appealing before my eyes were just a figment She began with the usual about
to the juggler who wants to take of my imagination.
naving 10 wau in a unc 10 uic
I buckled myself into the seat oft, but suddenly began tauong
on a new challenge.: Why be satisfied with being able to juggle three with a sense of accomplishment at about all of her years with this air
balls? Try four. Try juggling the fact that I know how to buckle line, and how she has seniority
rings, clubs, devil sticks, cigar a seatbelt, unlike those who must over these pilots who were taking
boxes, or whatever you want If a be instructed by the flight atten-dent- s. off in front of her. '
"That's it," she said. "I am tired
I watched the rest of the paslack of motivation is what's holding you back, the Juggling Club sengers entering the plane, many of taking orders from these air trafwith baggage that could easily fic controllers. What do they
is precisely what you need.
know? They sit around deciding
contain a small elephant, as
flight attendants grimaced. who gets what runway, who gets
They soon would insist on the to go first. They don't pay me
; I'm going
put the Scots up by 12. I didnt "stowing of all baggage in the enough to take this
just hear the faint clapping of par- overhead compartments or below to make my own decisions now."
With that, the plane' began to
ents and faculty members. Believe the seat in front of you," and
grumpily remove overloaded bags speed up; it inched its way next to
it or not. College of Wooster stufrom passengers to stow safely.
the plane due to take of, and played
dents actually set down their calcuFinally, everyone was settled and a eame of chicken. The startled
lators and shed their letters to join
the plane began to taxi down the faces of the other plane's passen-se- e
together in support of their team.
early
make
runway
leaving
to
as I wondered why we nevInstead of
Gale: page 12
prouder say that a taxi planes down the
last call at Leroy's, students
ly stuck around to cheer on their
first place Scots and wave goodbye
to a team that arrived so ecstatic
and departed so bewildered. It was
a sight for sore eyes.
So what took you so long? The
College of Wooster has one of the
finest athletic programs in the nation and HI bet that most didn't
even know that we have taken
Trohome the NCAC
join us in the best of all laboratories to study
phy the past two years. So where
d
environmental issues including:
have you been this whole time?
Wildlife Management in Kenya
The athletes at this school are exMarine Biology in the Virgin Islands
ceptional individuals and devote
Tropical Rainforests in Australia
countless hours of work and prepMarine Mammal Behavior in Mexico
Resource Management in the Grcnmpolar
aration for the sole purpose of
North
resenting their school. There isn't
and 14 other critical environmental issues
a person but there who wouldn't
worldwide...
jump at the chance for a second in
Finmncud Aid and ColUgt Cndit amiUhkor tUpngntm
the limelight. But many of us
don't have the abilities to do that
THE SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES
What we can do is show our appreBox V, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA 01915
ciation for their efforts by taking
some pride in supporting anyone
For more information on Semester, Summer and
January programs, please join us:
or anything representing the ColTuesday, February 21, 4:00 pjn.
lege of Wooster. Wednesday night
Mateer HaH, Room G01
was only the tip of the iceberg and
for those of you bums who headed
OR CALL (508)
7
downtown for the evening, you
missed the best high of all.

Airplane

L

loua-speak-

;

on-look- ing

Editorial from page 2

--

-

"Best of Times" after the game
that they ignore the reason that
they should be there in the first,
place.
Part of the problem lies within
section and club life. The term
"section" defines the problem perfectly because that is exactly what
our student body is when it comes
The
to sporting
Krappers are always at basketball
games. The Sigs are always at
football games, and the Omegas
are die hards on the soccer and la-events-segrega- ted.

Interested in working for
a student publication?
TTIhcs

NEEDS YOU!
We can always use
sports, news, and

feature writers,
photographers, people
to help with
advertising, layout,
and copy editing.

Interested students
contact the Voice
(ext. 2757) and
discover the rewards

of working on a

student newspaper.

crosse fields. Too many times I've
seen these people bitch so much
about "those other people" sitting
next to them that they lose sight
of the event at hand.
. I'm not condemning Greek life
because I'm part of it but I just
wish that Greeks and all other students could channel all those negative insecurities into positive support for our teams. We're supposed
to hate our opponent, not each
other. Why cant we 'just all drop
our titles for a couple of hours and
direct that energy into something
worthwhile. After all, we all did
pledge the same organization and
it's the College of Wooster.
It's a natural letdown for a team
when they are not substantially
supported, and initially I thought
the Scot basketball team would be
disappointed again. The bleachers
were fairly empty midway through
the first half and people seemed
more psyched about how much
free food they would get than
halftime lead. It
Wooster's
was a typical day in the life of a
Scots
Wooster sporting event-T-he
were on the brink of defeating a
nationally ranked team and nobody
7-po-

int

really cared.

And then it happened. Hysteria.
I'm not sure exactly when the
transformation occurred but one
thing was very evident as. I
scanned the crowd fans actually
cared. When Erich Riebe hit his
of the game to
fourth
3-poi-

nter

All-Spor-

t's

GIRAFFES
Kims BECAUSE
DONT BROWSE
AT IN
A TEST TUBE...
real-worl-
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Housing selection:

The Computer Center:
A

consultant's view

ASHESH PAREKH
Staff Writer

KIM DOUGLASS
Staff Writer

dents. The mail package will allow
consulting
them to use the on-line

services.

One place that is hated by most
people on campus is the Computer
Center. For these people, even the
name generally brings up vivid
(and horrid) memories of nights
spent writing papers or computer
programs before the day they are
due. Well, there is some good
news for such people!
The Computer Center (or Academic Computing and User Services, as the branches are officially
called) is presently undergoing
some revolutionary changes. Before the Fall semester every dorm
on campus will be hooked on to
WoosterNeL Yes, now one will
be able to sit in his or her dorm
and use the File Servers like Socrates (which contains the Software Library).

Each dorm will also get a Laser
Writer Plus. And what's more -every individual who has a computer in his or her room will be
able to do anything that he or she
could do at the computer center in
Taylor Hall.
Andrews, Babcock, Bissman,
Compton, Douglass, and Stevenson have either already been connected or will shortly be connected
to WoosterNeL WoosterNet now
has a sophisticated, easy-to-umail system - Microsoft Mail -which will be available to all stu
se

Any student can simply mail a
message from anywhere on campus to the consultant on duty, and
the consultant will do all he or she
can to help him or her. And believe me, the team of fifteen consultants do a much better job than
most people give us credit for.
Consulting is now available for
more than 115 hours a week,
which works out to nineteen hours
a day (except on weekends!). We
are usually able to solve almost
any kind of problem a student
might bring us, ranging from
problems with
and printing to more advanced
questions requiring knowledge of
specific software packages.
Many of the consultants have
specialized knowledge of programming, statistical packages, and the
intricacies of the VAX. And, if
the consultant on duty doesn't
know the answer, he or she can
nearly always refer you to someone who knows (we make it a
point to solve the problem within
twenty four hours and get it to the
person concerned!).
Although a few problems will
always exist, the Computer Center
Staff is doing their letter-be- st
to
improve use of the center for
word-processi- ng

'

15 is the due date and there will be

It's just about that time of year
again when College of Wooster
students who are planning to return next fall semester must begin
the housing selection process.
Various informational brochures
are being distributed to students
through their campus mailboxes
during the course of February, including a Housing Selection Calender (released last week), and a
Housing Brochure (to be released
by mid February). This brochure

contains important information
about housing options, visitation
questions,
preferences,
life-sty- le

and preferred roommates.

According to Director of Housing Elizabeth Rea, the first important step that students who want to
be housed during the fall semester
must take is to pay the $150 registration fee by March 15. "March

S afe Walk

from page

1

more, cautions against such attitudes and hopes that SafewaTk "is a
service that both men and women
will volunteer for and utilize it because men are possibly at as great
a risk of being confronted by an attacker as women are."
The program appears to be going
well and the organizations involved are still enthusastic. The
number of calls is lower than
some might have expected but
"there is a great deal of enthusiasm" according to Friedman.
The calls usually come after mid-

night
--

Security has discovered that the
number of calls they receive increases when crime reports are
posted. Perhaps this will be true
with safewalk as well.

7

Applications for
WCWS manager
director being
accepted now
141 N. Walnut St.

Wooslcr,

OtMO

(2!t)

0

260-015-

444)1

Attention Women of Wooster!
Now is the time to ask your favorite guy to the Sadie Hawkins
Dance on Saturday February 11. The place will be rocking with the
Rob C Band in Lowry Center Ballroom from
Sponsored by B WO and BS A.

lOpm-la-

m.

Applications are being accepted
hhru Feb. 17 for the positions of
General Manager and Program Di
rector of WCWS for the 1989- 1990 academic year. The positions
(require a time commitment of ap
proximately 10 to 20 hours a
week, good communication skills.
Ithe ability to be a leader, and some
prior experience in the radio field
lor work with WCWS helpful but
(not necessarily required. AH fetters
lof application should be addressed
to Liz Laverdiere, Box
Any questions about either position may be directed to Ernie
Rank or Liz Laverdiere.
C-20- 65.

Steps for success

no exceptions. It is the student's
responsibility to make sure that
money is received by the College.
Those who pay by the due date
will select their housing in the
normal manner. Those who pay
after the due date will select after
all classes. The bottom line is,
we need a firm count of students
who plan to enroll at the College
for Semester 1, 1989-90- ."
Those students wishing to live
in Babcock, Douglass, program
houses, or off campus must submit their applications to the housing office by March 1. The application due date for Wagner, Block
Housing, and Non Program Small
Houses is March 30. Sunday
April 9 and Monday April 10 are
the days of the General Room
Draw.

Each

student participating in

process

the room selection

ISSlieS

(Babcock, Douglass, Wagner,
General Room Draw) who paid the
$150 registration fee and who are
in special housing, will be assigned a priority number through a
random assignment process. The
first order will be rising seniors,
then juniors, then sophomores.
Unlike last year, the Room Draw
will be held in the Lowry Pit and
Room 119. Students will be taken in small groups according to
number. According to Rea, "this
is in order to reduce the pressure
and anxiety of Room Draw and
make it easier."
Elizabeth Rea's office, previously located in Babcock basement
and then Lowry ground floor is
now located in the newly remodeled Housing Office on the north
end of first floor Babcock. Here
students may pick up and return
housing applications and receive
additional help and information.

Abortion from page 5

from page 6

abortion and would like to reduce
too have a distinctive scent.
The fact is that human bodies the number of abortions through
improved sex education and family
exude a variety of scents and aroplanning programs" (Rodman
mas which serve important biolog158). However, the fact that a
ical functions. The more at home
we become with our bodies, the . .woman should b$able toinakcithe,
more acceptable these natural pnK' ''decision
if if
is her best option gives the
cesses win become.
group their name.
"Get thee back to the aroma of
group is concerned
The Pro-lif- e
birth ... 'for the smells of the fehave
you
male body, the smells
about the life of the unborn
rs
"child." The fact that most
sought to kill with your totalitaribelieve that life begins at
an chemicals, are the very smells
of birth, the strong odors of the es- conception makes them cringe at
sence of existence. The nose that the thought of killing innocent
supis offended by the hot perfume of "babies." Bush, a Pro-lif- e
the c
t is a nose unsuited for porter, was quoted saying
this world, and should be sniffing "adoption, not abortion," which is
gold on the scrubbed streets of another concern of this group.
Many feel that the "killing" of feHeaven.
The vagina reeks of life and love tuses "depletes" the supply of
healthy adoptable babies. This is
and the infinite et cetera. O Vagina! Your waves of clam honey in blatant contradiction with the
breaking against the cold steel of number of babies and children who
are actually available for adoption.
civilization; vagina, draw our nosAs the court hearing approaches,
es to the grindstone of ecstasy, and
let us die smelling as we did when the popularity of this issue will
we were born!'" (Tom Robbins, increase in intensity.
Even Cowgirls Get the Blues,
399).
i

to'iwtSctStf

Pro-choi- ce

pro-life-

MAKE A

DIFFERENCE...

VOLUNTEER! !

Monday, February 13, Lowry, 11 :45am--1 :15pm.

Join ranks with the
working for a
and world.

better

30X

of the student

body

campus, community, nation,

annual Soring Volunteer Fair.
Learn more about the 36 different volunteer
programs on campus and how you can participate.

Visit the

Interested in living in a small program house
or curious about how to propose a new small

house program? We can help!
Event sponsored bv Wooster Volunteer Network.

Men's basketball takes over 1st in NCAC
CJ. MITCHELL
Sports Writer
After swallowing a tough loss to
Capital, the Men's Basketball team
quickly recovered with two victories this week. The first, Saturday
night, was a blowout victory over
the Spartans of Case Western. The
second was the battle with Allegh- eny for the league title that had
been anticipated since the Scots
visited Meadville, PA on January
18.

The victory over Case marked
the comeback of Senior
Chuck Rich who had been out
with an ankle injury. And what a
homecoming it was for Rich, scoring 21 points, 19 in the first half.
The game was over in the first
half with a 19-- 0 run midway
through die game. The Scots never
looked back and the Spartans woe
never closer than 20 points after
the intermission.
' The second half was just to see
if the Scots could score 100
points. They didn'L The score was
95-4- 7
and even though this was a
run and shoot kind of game, the
Scots still held Case to under 50
points.
Even though the 900 plus fans
did not see a hundred points on the
scoreboard, they; were treated to
some nice dunks. Sophomore Tim
Southerland got a nice dunk on a
fast break. Not to be outdone.
co-capta-in

-

MchaalPeppar

Tim Southerland joes up for a layop shot during
C
Wooster'c win oyer Case Western.
.

student Terry Fields
drove baseline off the set offense
First-ye-

-- .

rebounding, and an inpenetrable defense were the ingredients for a
dominating Allegheny team effort
The Lady Scot basketball team led by superstar Cindy Kyler who
took one on the chin this past pumped in 16 points. Allegheny,
Wednesday as the Lady Gators considered by many to be one of
the best teams in the region, also
from Allegheny grabbed the opening tip-o- ff
and never looked back received strong efforts from Carol
Frederick who poured in 9 points
en route to a lopsided 73-4- 1 victory. The loss drops the team to 0 and Carson Slade who added 6 to
overall and 4 in the North round out the leading scorers.
For Wooster, it was one of the
Coast Athletic Conference while
boosting Allegheny's record to 17--6 dryest offensive spells of the sea-sas the team collectively shot a
overall and 10-- in the NCAC
dismal
26 percent from the field
game
spelled
right
trouble
The
from the charity stripe.
60
and
from the start for Coach Hart and
Brenda Hcil led all Lady
Foreward
her squad as her dynamic duo of
9 points and 3 rewith
Scots
Lawanda Crawl and Coreua Jones
effort and junstrong
a
in
never got on track offensively and bounds
Stephanie
Porter also turned in
had trouble hitting the net all ior
night long. To - make matters
see Lady Scots: page 12
worse, a quick fast break, strong

ar

and slammed one home.
The relaxed slam dunking atmosphere of the Case game did not last
long as the Gators of Allegheny
came to town Wednesday night
Pitting the number 1 and number
2 teams in the NCAC for sole
possesion of the league title.
Allegheny is the team in the
athletes,
NCAC with horse-lik- e
guys
who can jump
They have the
'
out of the gym and do it in a blink
of an eye. But not this night as
Scots came away with 69-6- 3 victory.
For Wooster, defense played an
important role. Allegheny is a fast
break team that averages about 80
points per game and can run the
ball all night long. Wooster held
them to 63 points.
The Gators usually shoot 52
percent from the field. Against the
Scots, they shot only 39 percent.
These are die stats that we have
all heard time and time again when
talking about a Wooster victory.
There were two different keys to
;. this game, however. .
The first was booster's patient
play on offense. It may not be too '
exciting to watch, but it gets the
job done. It tires the other team
when the have to play hard defense
for 35 seconds at a time.
This worked to perfection for the
; Scots on Wednesday night as Allegheny was noticeably tired at the
endof the first half as all of their
:
shots were falling short
i

The next factor that may have
gone unnoticed was the rebounding. The Scots outrebounded the
a large margin.
Gators 41-3Southerland ted the Scots with 8
rebounds and Junior Matt Hiestand
and Senior Mike Trimmer followed with 7 and 6 boards respectively.
Not many points were scored in
but in the
the first half (30-21-),
.second half an offensive show was
a put on by league MVP candidate
Gene Williams of Allegheny and
Freshman phenom Ench Kiebe.
Wooster had held Williams to
only 2 points in the first half, but
he exntnded for 17 in the second
half to end up with 19 for the
night Riebe also had a quiet first
half only scoring 5 points, but he
came 1 l tu ynuuy Sui K
iu iu mA
up with 21 the game's high scor
er.
;.
Sophomore Mark Stanley came
off the bench to add 12 points for
4,

1

'

-
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-

'

'

total team win. Everyone contributed and everone made key plays.
Wooster now sits atop the
thriMt
hw ifc!f
MfAr
a. a V
J . rw IVm Jim
games
play,
all
to
more league
"
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legheny last weekend and then
back borne for the last home game
versus Denison Wednsday nigtt ;
The last kague contest will come
l
away at unio wcsiyan ior iac
r

.

'

.

-

;':--

league finale.

y
.
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ETHAN GORSUCH
Sports Writer
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twim team
The usually exciting annual bellyflop contest was somewhat of.n idowner.for
($25, $15,
prizes
awarded
members who remember more exciting contests. The three
contestant,
and the winand $10) were given to the only three participants. The final
ner, was Dave Moretti (pictured here). The two contestants before him, however,
"hardly made dents In the water" according to one Aquascot who wished to remain anon'' '.-- .
"
ymous.
:,
..'.' '

-
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So The Way
I See It

Aquascots defeat Ohio Northern and
Findlay in double dual meet

;

VJ

C J. MITCHELL

i

Eventful College
hoops

I

SCOTT McCLEAN
Sports Writer

'

i
A

t,y

I

grades and ignored drug test results. With problem players like

Earlier in the year, I wrote that
this college basketball season
would be exciting and hopefully
eventful. We are only about a
month away from the NCAA tournament and look at what has happened so far.
The University of Kentucky is
against the ropes as their program
is headed down the tubes. UK has
responded to 18 allegations of violations of recruiting and other
NCAA rules.
They have taken responsibility
for the two worst. The first was
the alleged cheating of Eric Manuel on the ACT test to avoid
48. The second was
$1000 being sent to Chris Mills'
father. Mills was a recruit at the '
time.
UK coach Eddie Sutton has a
clause in his contract that if there
are any violations in his program
he is gone. So he is gone and
UK's program is history.
UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian
lost his case with the NCAA in
the Supreme Court in a case that
was over 15 years old. They were
trying to get him to resign IS
years Ygo for alleged violations.
But now the NCAA has the UNLV
program on the chopping block as

Chris Washburn and Charles
Shackelford Jm sure the program
is not totally clean. So it looks
like NC State is hating it.
Get this one. Three Iowa players
went to a drug treatment program
this summer with the-- basketball
department picking up the bill.
Iowa promises that the funds did
not come from Iowa taxpayers.
Here is another good one. Ten
players from a Div. I college in
California have quit the team and
claim that they will not come back
unless the coach resigns or is fired.
They say that the coach is a tyrant.
The school stands behind the
coach.. The team has a losing

pro-postiti- on

I

The AquaScots finished their
dual meet season this past week in
fine fashion as they defeated Ohio
Northern and Findlay in a double
dual meet and then demolished
Hiram College this past Wednesday. The men's team ended up 2
while the women were
AquaScots mentor Keith Beckett
was pleased with the outcomes and
is looking forward to a fast conference meet .
The victories over ONU and
Findlay had a couple of big bonuses with them. The meet started

1-

.

7--

8-- 1.

black and that in most cases they
cannot pay for school themselves
and therefore a collegiate opportunity is being taken away from
them.
Is it fair? Is it racist? You be the
judge.
Another thing that has been bugging me all season is this whole
number one in the nation thing.
' I am kind of confused. Even for
a serious college hoops fan like
myself it is hard to keep up with
see

Mitchell:

page 12
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SALES

RD.

CLEVELAND

TH

WORD

PROCESSING

LS
RP

C0R0NA-SWINT-

EC

COMPUTERS
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM to 5:30PM
SATURDAY 9AM to NOON

Michael

Pepper

Wooster's Laura Miller competes in the AquaScot's victory over Ohio Northern and
Findlay during a dual meet this past week. The women improved their record to
1
while the men are
7-- 2.

8--

Track meets with mixed results
sprinted the quarter mile in 54.7
seconds.
Kevin Hicks cruised the 600 run
The Scots met new competition in 1:20.2 and scored third in the
at Slippery Rock in Pennsylvania long jump with his leap of 21 feet
last Saturday, Feb. 4. Members of and 1.25 inches. Mark Marando
both the Men's and Women's jumped 19 feet and 7.25 inches in
Track teams competed; some ran his effort in die long jump. Clearing 14 feet yet again, Jeff Waugh
well, others, did not.
forth a competitive effort in
Johnput
For the sprinters, Jennifer
pole
vault
the
son turned in a great performance
women fared well
distance
The
with her time of 46.3 seconds for
placing first, secscoring,
the 300 dash. Terry Miller and in the
Phil Caputo both ran the 55 yard ond and fourth. Karen Aeberli outdash in 6.8 seconds. Dave Bower ran everyone in the two mile with
and Carl Crandall gave solid efforts her time of 12:10 minutes. Eva
in the. 300 dash and Jamie White
.

V

page 12

t
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BROTHER-CANON-SHA-

Aquascots:

The main thrust of the protest is
that most of the athletes that do
not meet the requirements are

345-74- 05

IBM-SMI-

see

re-cie- ve

JB TYPEWRITER SERVICE

SUPPLIES-REPAIRS-RENTA-

el

89-ll(- vs

SHADE WHITESEL
Staff Writer

&

71-1-

And the biggest issue to hit the
collegiate fan is proposition 42.
Proposition 42 says that if a freshman player is not academaclly eligible to play then he can not
a scholarship or financial aid.

My favorite team is experiencing
some turmoil as well. North Carolina State is under the microscope
because of a book coming out next
month that is supposed to expose
the behind the scenes operation of
the NC State program.
The main squeal in mis case is a
manager... a manager for Christ's
sake. He says that Valvano gave
cars, money and even changed

TYPEWRITERS

Shumar, Brooke Henderson and
Wendy Freeburn making the national qualifying standard and followed very soon thereafter with
Lori Hayes qualifying on the meter board. Then to top things
off, Sara Shumar pulled in her fastest nnshaved time in the 100
breastrtoke and ended up over a
half of a second faster than the national standard. Beckett couldn't
have been happier.
The meets were easy ones as the
women won 75-- 3 l(vs ONU) and
Findlay). The men followed suit with a 64-2- 2 win ver

sus ONU and a
0
decision
against Findlay.
The men's meet was filled with
people swimming off events, but
they still managed to put together
some very respectable times.
Leading the way was Tim McDer-mo- tt
as he came from behind to
win the 200 IM while Andy
Sctiulz took the 100 breast in a
season best time. Keith Steigbi-gcame out of nowhere to blast
out a season best time in the 100
fly while he captured the event.
The relays dominated the pool and

record.

well. Whoopee!!

2522

off with the women's 400 medley
relay of Kathy Behringer, Sara

Dodds sprinted the 1000 yard run
and strongly held on to second
place. Placing fourth in the mile,
Sue Louis improved on her previous efforts and ran 5:45 minutes.
For the men's distance, Rowly
Bracken, Dave Toy and Mike ta
all gave good efforts in the
mile. Aaron Davies ran 2:06 in
the half mile and Jeff Beck gave a
very competitive effort in two
mile with his time of 10:03 minutes. Said Coach Rice, "he's
ing to come along." The Scots next runis at Baldwin
Wallace this Friday, Feb. 10.
Ra-chi-
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Vfith Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualify wMe you're still in school.
- Card over the phone.
1-800-94-

WU take your appli
Simply call
cation by phone and begin to process it right away.
CD
It couldn't be easier
s more'
yu atten(
Ml ume y.u can also take
IM
VI ILIIMITQ
advantage of the Automatic Approval
LOOK TO US
Offer for students. With this offer, you can
get the American Express Card right now
e
job or a credit history. But if you
without a
have a credit history, it must be unblemished.
It's actually easier for you to qualify for the Card now,
while you're still a student, than it ever will be again.

N O RTHWE5T

AID
K

123

s00'

full-tim-

RELAXED

SERVICES

Some restrictions may apply for complete offer details, call

2-AMEX.

travel

1-800-94-

Apply Now:
0 1989 American

six-mon-

th

Apply now by

calling

1-800-94-

Express-

Become a Cardmemben

Fry Northwest $99 roundtrip.
As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy
an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only
$99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
period) .
(only one ticket may be used per
And, of course, you'll also enjoy all the other exceptional benefits and personal service you would expect
from American Express;
2-AMEX.

Now getting the Card is easier than ever For the
very first time, students can apply for the American
2-AMEX.

I

And then
you can really go
for less.
places

1-800-942-AMEX

Current student Cardmembers autornatically receive two $99 trawl vouchers in the mail.
ExpXss Travel Related Services Company Inc.
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Al atadiata
aradnak year,

pitlag

to rarofl at the College

lflM, pay tbolr regietralioa fee by Marck IS. This
rtadeala aiaaaiag to mtdi aff raipaa aad taaee aartlclpaltot hi Off Cawaoe

Um

mmU

av-clad- ee

Stedcabi wIm pay tab fat "ea timm" w81 have priority la the Haealag Sctoctloa aad Kaaaa
Draw procaaa. Priority b by daaa aad priority
air. The wao pay altar Marck IS
wil be placed at taa aad af taa mtiawoim ri , la taa arder af racaipt of payaMat.

Us ttm wt be Bulled to yoar aaroata, however, YOU AM RESPONSIBLE
FOR MAKING SURE THAT YOUR PAYMENT IS IN BY MARCH IS.

BIDs for

B

aare

I

the Regktratioa Pee.
we arge yoa to

i

iraata iafona taa Tm
ir'i Office that yaar pajaiaat b for
a tab dtarlllae ocean darlag taa Middle af Sprtag Break,
or arraage far taa aajiml prior to Icavtag Wa

Flaaadal Aid for 1M9--M
Aay stodeat waatlag to apply for flaaadal aid for the 1M9-acadnatc year auj pick
p the approprUie appllcatioa auteriab at the Flaaadal Aid Office froai to 4iM weekdays to Sivaraaca Art Balldlag.
Deadltoe: Febraary 17
M
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Aquascots from page 10
as conference draws near things

the current rankings. Lets see if I
follow this right:
We start with Duke then followed by Dlinios who promptly
lost, Lousiville then could have
taken Number 1 but lost to Ohio
State. Georgetown was next in
line but lost to LSU, so Oklahoma was Number 1 but lost and
now we have Arizona who was
Number 1 for 5 weeks last year.
Can Arizona hold it? Nope. And
who cares. The parity is out of
hand and confusing. No one is unbeatable, so let's just wait till the
tournament.
I may not know who is Number
1; so what do I know? I know that
in a year and a half basketball
coach Steve Moore has made The
College of Wooster a contender.
This season the basketball team
has more wins (16 as of 28) since

$150.00 registration fee is due March 15

Aaaaal Writ log Prizes
For aatstaadlBg flctioa, poetry, aad critical writlag
The Doaahtaoa Prize for Fktioa (S4M)
The Kiaaey Prize for Poetry ($135)
The Acadeaay af AaMricaa Pacta College
Poetry Prizes ($7M)
CataV Kmuk 241
Dtp it typed wmuwtaifU
Delaih: Culmct Dthrm Shecteft, Ext. 2482

looked good for the AquaScots.
Then the AquaScots prepared for
their showdown with Hiram College. After nearly being emba-rasse- d
last year by them the
AquaScots were determined to
show Hiram what they had. And
that they did as the men won 194-3-9
while the women posted a 185-5-3
decision. Again the team
swam off events in preparing for

their conference championships
but still managed to dominate the
pool as they won every single
event in both meets. It would be
hard to pick out the super stars of
this meet so credit goes to everyone.
The teams next destination is the
NCAC Conference Championships in Oberlin, OR The meet

will be packed with exciting
swims as five of the women's
season when the teams are ranked in the top 15
the 1979-8- 0
Scots were 22-- 6. Isn't college while' four of the men's teams are
hoops greaL..on any level?
in the top 20 in the nation. The

Thanks!!! Have a great Valen-tine's! (Sorry, I forgot to get a

card)

Roomie "til Tm 92,
Happy Valentine's Day, honey!
Thanks for making college such an
exhilarating experience.

Love.Ahssa

:Love,RRR

To my layout loves, Melissa and
KatieThursday nights are lonely
without you. I know the two of
you are dying to get back to work
t next

seroester--

xox,uia

To Heather (My Secret Valentine)
You're awesome!
Love, Lisa
Look, sweetheart, I wouldn't talk
to just anyone's answering ma
chine Despite the "pet peevesV
the aura is looking good. Very
good. - Yeah. Yeah-- ..

-

:

Thanks for bemg yoa. Ilope-tsee you and ulk to you soon.

-

Queenie and the Dutchess- -' Well, its Valentine's Day and
maybe the king will return and sit
at the round table with his" sub- jects.

,!,,:..

;

TheEarl-ess- "

,

s

"

'.

To all "my freshes" from

a

iaiaal

'

,

'

I love you!

-

C

;.

Sndann,
:
I love you!! Thank' you for
coming into my life. The past ;
--

-

and ..
?
,
srven have been LscjzIcU
"
How are you a2? Drop by and A3 my love, ir.e
;
touch base; I actually miss most
"
, :.
of you!
William,
DearMackSe,
T.A.
'
Do you sl!3 love rae? I do
Do you remember 2nd grade Your favorite
when yoa gave away a bunch of
' "
' Hos and Kisses, S JJ.
. .
Valentines to everybody in your DearOO,,
2
you.
Be my Valentine? love
class and ndghborbood? Welt Jet
'
MamHon ' '
Nooj,
me show you my interpretation...
any
nightmares withDon't
have
AJLNemali
"
Dear Amy Co., v
,
out me!
2
Happy Valentine's Day.
To the Voice staff,
rrovednav
What can I say? You all are Love, Amy
truly awesome.. Jbr putting up i
. DveAnirccn,
I
CS: How's our "friend?"
with me, and putting out for me.
Ilappy Valentine's Day! : Your
"cfci3
you
need
just
to
think
JB:
I
everything,
William
for
Thanks
c
first at Woo, Wow! out!.
:
Love,Heea
;
sometime.
"hang
out"
KS: Let's
Kris and Tin,
What else can I say? Will the Turnip,
Have a hsppy Valentine's Day!
three of you be my Valentines?
Love, Sis
I love you aad we a3 tzizs yea.
Love,
Laurie
8S-89.-

M$Si0000gM

you.-Itr7yVy!(-- u)

?

--;

'- -

:r.--,::- :

--

4

"-

--

Jearae and Jeff; Liz and Tim
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Lisa

o

7

v

87-8- 3

Lady Scots from page 9
aa admirable performance with 6
points and 2 rebounds. However,
the heart of Woostcra offensive
punch, Crawl and Jones, which
the team has relied on all year for
the majority of the scoring and rebounding load, were stifled all
evening and that is the major reason why the offense never quite
unleashed itself. Crawl was held
well below her season average
with 5 points and 6 rebounds and
Jones was also limited to only 7
points and 4 rebounds.
The Lady Scots hope to regain
the winning edge this weekend as
they will come home to Timken
Gymnasium to take on Kenyon in
another heated NCAC matchup.

Gale from page 7
back.
Suddenly, the three flight attendants appeared in the aisle. They
began clapping in a rythmic way
while encouraging all on the plane
to scream "go, go, go," like the
watchers of a chugging contest.
The flight attendants were running up and down the aisle yelling
such things as: "Go ahead, live a

little.. .unbuckle

Yea cerui the. wcrlJ to me.

--

To twq great couples!

,

tcrit

--

Ethan and Jaco,
You Suck!!! Need I say more?

,

me

-

-

f

.

that

seat

up that cigar..3e darwhile we
ing...wear
take off and land!" One attendent
was standing on an empty seat
throwing snack boxes and cans of
soda to the rest of the plane. I de
cided they were really getting out
of hand when they said that anyone
who wished to could try flying
the plane.
We arrived at our destination
much earlier than; planned since
the pilot refused to take the designated route. The plane was landed
in much the same way as it took
belL-lig-

JoJ'.arJ

-

...

--

pcr-ent-

-

;;:

Jl

:S fi;M:

Let's &i

soon.
Jazzman

Mummy and Bubba,
s!
You are the most awesome
I miss you and I cant wait
to see you over spring break! I
love you more than I can ever say.

--

- '

-

-

MJS- -

t miss" you.

To my dearest Terry,

"

"

-

g

Love Ya, Miss Ya, William ;
Jason and Lanra!
Way to keep it going! Happy
Thank yoa for always being
' '
there for me. I just want you to Valentine's Day!
know that you are the love of my Love, Lisa
life.
.
Sonji
Davey J:
Simply
Beth "Bo" Kampmeien You are
Will you be my Valentine?
the greatest! Go knitters for peace. KThis weekend is your chance for P.Sj I wanna hold your hand.
some buckets.
...'!
i ....
....
... ...
Love, Secret Psych
Dear Juniper None's cuter than
i
you.
Love, Jim
Confused as always.
You haven't been on line recentStepanie,
ly. Where are you? I miss chatHappy Valentine's day, baby!
ting with you.
Love you, Shireen
Jazzman

1.'

BICII- - - '',
; There ere mzr.y Z zh in the sea.
; Love yea Dtes! T.'VA-Dood- ,
:

AquaScots are looking to push
their number of national qualifiers
high so come and
to an all-tisupport them.

gers stared out at us through the
little round windows. We stared

3
Hey Dad!!!

.February 10, 1989
--

Mitchell from page 10

Announcements

for

WOOSTERj VOICE:

HE

ht

your-headse- ts

--

off, - by. swooping down and
cutting off the plane mat was supposed to be landing. As we arrived
at the gate, the passengers were already standing and taking down
their belongings, while slapping
each other on the back as though
they were old friends who just
pulled off one of die best practical
jokes in history.
Suddenly, I felt a hand on my
arm. "Miss, you can get off now,"
the flight attendent was saying.
"Everyone is gone." He looked at
me as though I had two heads as I
quickly gathered my things in embarrassment "Have a nice trip?"
another attendent asked as I deplaned.
"Definitely, "I replied.

